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1 s of each magnet are stored on a disc so the next time that particle is 

needed the line can be brought up almost instantly. Fine tuning must go on 

continuously. however, due to minor parameter chang~s. When we first consid

ered computerizing the beam line, we thought it should only be necessary to 

supply the operators with a normal terminal. After l~ all the operator 

would have to do wou·ld be: type in the number the magnet he desired ad-

just, and the computer would reply with the present value of that magnetUs 

current; the operator would then type in the new value and check the results 

on the beam position displ It didn't take long for us to realize that this 

was too cumbersome. 

Our first attempt at human interface consisted four thumbwheel switches, 

four push buttons and a rota-switch knob. The thumbwheel switches were used 

to select the magnet to be adjusted. The four push buttons were labelled 

active, save, restore. and zero. The lIactive il button opened a channel to the 

computer which allowed the operator to adjust the selected magnet with the 

roto-switch. The roto-switch was, of course, actually interfaced vary the 

value of a location in memory_ This value was periodically transmitted a 

DAC which in turn controlled the magnet current. The computeris speed was 

fast enough that the operator felt he was controlling the magnet directly, 

thus achieving the computer transparency we were seeking. The remaining three 

buttons gave the operator a tool he had not had prior to the computer instal

lation. At the instant the active button was pushed, the computer program 

copied the active list of magnet current values into a save list. If, while 

tuning, the operator inadvertantly went too far and lost track of the beam 
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completely, he had only to push the II res tore ll button, and the computer d 

fetch the original list. If, however, he improved the beam, he had only 

push the "save" button and the adjusted value became a part of the permanent 

list, The "zero" button simply cleared the entry, ving the magnet to 

zero current. 

The operators accepted the roto-switch feature quite readily, It 

them the same general IIfeel" they had become used to in using a hellipot 

ust currents. The acti , save, restore features were also readily ac-

cepted. The selection magnet via thumbwheel switch, however, drew cons; 

erable criticism. It simply took too long to change from one magnet to an

other. It is often necessary to switch back and forth between several magnets 

to achieve optimum steering, and they had been used to a separate potentiometer 

for each magnet. The controller had general overall approval despite this 

drawback, and it is, in fact, still used to control the older portion of 

Bevatron. 

When design for control of the new beam line connecting the Hilac 

Bevatron was started, we attempted to improve even further on human i 

The first area we tackl was obviouslY the magnet selection. This problem 

was further compounded the fact that not only was the beam line to be put 

under computer control, but also the entire Hilac. This meant that the new 

device must not only be fast but also very versatile. We finally decided on 

the control consol shown in figure 1. A 'menu" list, consisting of the names 

of sixteen possible displ patterns, is written on the right hand edge 

monitor. The operator can call up anyone the listed displays by depress; 
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the pushbutton adjacent to it. Since the displays are determined by software, 

they can easily be adjusted to match any control configuration. 

We divided the accelerator down into major sections; each display lists 

the controllable devices in a particular section. The device selected is in-

tensified on the monitor screen. One of the two knobs shown on the control 

panel just below the monitor in figure 1 allows the operator to step this inten

sified line through the list of devices. When the intensified line is on the 

device he wishes adjust, he can push one of the "A" (activate) buttons on 

the left keypad. The computer will then vary the parameter of the selected de

vice. Should the operator wish to have two devices active at once, he moves 

the intensified line over the second device and pushes the other ItA" button. 

The remaining bottom knob will then "attach il to the second device. The save 

and restore features of the earlier controller are led in with the "SII and 

IIR" buttons respectively. An lIattached" knob can be disconnected with the re

spective liD" button. A section may contain more controllable devices than can 

be displayed on the available space on the screen. In this case, all of the 

devices are listed on the program but only enough to fill the alloted screen 

space are printed. The remaining knob on the panel allows the operator to 

scroll through the entire list. The right hand keypad allows an operator to di

rectly punch in a device number and the new parameter value desired. 

The preceding paragraph is intended only as an example. The possible 

ways of making displays are limitless. The four knobs each send a string of 

ASCII characters to the computer every 100 msecs while they are tuned. The 

string is formatted as follows: 1. A delimeter indicating start of string; 
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2. The number of the knob; 3. Three digits of magnitude information, s n9 

the extent of rotation 1n the last lDO msecs;4. A del1meter indicati 

string. Each button on the keypads on the monitor sends a similar s 

identifying itself when it is pushed. It can be seen then that any knob or 

any button can be assigned any compatible task. Further, the con 1 

tions of both these devices (keypads and knobs) can be simulated us; a s 

dard keyboard. No fixed format, with the possible exception 

list, is dictated by the hardware. 

Most standard computer terminals are too slow to give satisfactory re

sults in this type of service. t~hen a new list from the "menu" is called, the 

new data must appear instantly if the computer is to maintain its transparency. 

We selected an Aydin model 52058 display generator. This display generator 

will allow the computer to completely rewri a monitor screen in less than 

50 msecs which to the human 

The 5205B is also capable 

is instantly. 

controll ing a or monitor. Seven 

can be displayed. Each controller can control up to four display moni 

ors 

designed the interface to accommodate this feature. but, as will be a1 

1a • we were forced to abandon the color monitors. 

The Aydin 5205B requires a message s ng in the following format: 

SOH 

STX 
COMAND 

Start 
Channel 
Start 
Command 

headi 
address 
text 

as to type of transmission 

t 
TEXT Text (variable length) 

.J. 
End of text 

lRC longitude redundancy check 
EOT End of transmission 
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The controller assembles any messages from the keyboard in this same format 

before sending it to the computer, Our programmers did not want to waste com

puter time and space generating the LRC so this was built into the hardware in 

the interface. The hardware generates the LRC and the EOT signal for trans

mission to the controller. On transmissions from the controller, the hardware 

checks the LRC and generates a· service interrupt, setting a bit in the status 

if an error is detected. Neither the LRC or the EOT from the controller is sent 

to the computer. The message string is in 8 bit ASCII with the MSB being a 

parity bit. Our interface also adds this to the computer's output and checks 

and deletes it from the controller 1 s input to the computer. We also accept 

words from the computer packed two characters per word and pack the characters 

from the controller before sending them to the computer. We managed to squeeze 

all this onto a Mod Comp 4801 general purpose controller card. Either DMP 

transfer or register I/O can therefore be used. We, however, do everything 

DMP. 

Actually, the interface was designed and built to control 2 Aydin control-

lers. We are thus able have 8 different display stations operating through 

a DMP channel. In practice we found that so far we have needed no more than 

two stations at one time. The entire system has not as yet been converted 

over to the Mod Comp, but I now feel that four channels of display is all we 

will ever use. 

The· selection of Aydin controllers was partially influenced by the fact 

that they are capable of controlling color monitors as well as black and white. 

We had originally planned to make use of this feature to make graphic displays 
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of the controlled areas. We had also planned to have as many as three knobs 

active at once, distinguishing which knob controlled which parameter by use 

colored text. When the colored monitors were installed, however, we were 

sieged with complaints that the definition of the text was so bad it was im

possible to read. Several different color monitors were then brought in 

evaluation but none proved satisfactory. The Aydin controller allows a com

mand which will blink a section and also a command which will write a section 

in reverse background. We then built a simple circuit to allow adding the 

three color outputs from the controller. In this way we can get up to seven 

shades of gray for display. From a practi standpoint, however, it's hard 

to distinguish much more than three unless they are immediately adjacent. 

The Aydin controller also accepts a keyboard input. In our original de

sign we transmitted the output of the knob panel through the Aydin keyboard. 

The operators, who were, at first, quite impressed with the con sol , 

soon began to complain that they often would turn a knob or punch a bu and 

get no or improper response. The problem turned out to be lack of "handshaking!! 

between the Aydin controller and keyboard. Perhaps in normal use this would 

not be too objectionable. In our use, however, we are constantly updating 

screen to make sure that all the displayed parameters are current. If a 

knob was turned or button pushed just as the computer started an update trans~ 

mission, the control data was lost. We found no easy fix for this and 

have since abandoned the use of the Aydin keyboards. We now use the Aydin con

troller strictly to drive the displays.' The knob panel is now sent to the com

puter via an asynchronous control card. As the Aydin keyboard requires the 

controller, we found it necessary to purchase new keyboards. 
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Figure 1 
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